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Editor’s Note

Let me start by saying that this quarter the staff had their hands full with an overload of submissions. I applaud those who submitted and offer you these quotes of inspiration:

“Nothing goes by luck in composition. It allows no tricks. The best you can write will be the best you are.”
Thoreau, 1841

“What is written without effort is in general read without pleasure.”
Samuel Johnson, 1897

Thank you for sharing your efforts with us, reviewing your work has been our pleasure.

Additional thanks to:

• Meri Phillips and Marvin Rasch at Student Activities, for believing that this publication deserved their support.

• Robert Georgalas and David McGrath from the English Department, for judging the staff’s submissions.

• David Rogers at Republic Printing, for holding our hands through the printing process.

• Borders Bookstores, for support of the magazine and sponsoring the reception for all those published.

• Frank DiVita from BPI, who deserves Layout Editor credit for his computer help.

Enjoy!

Lee DiVita
Editor

In the Fall 1996 issue, Connie Godawski’s name was misspelled as Connie Guchowski under a photo credit. PLR regrets the error.